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work hard – play hard!
a personal journey…

Viva, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm Oct 2014

Abba Museum, Stockholm, about 24 hours before
(with the wonderful Carmela Miniscalco)

o
o
o
o

Periods of relative calm and stability
Periods of growth, where you think you are making progress
Periods where it all feels slightly out of control
Periods of low, slow and pretty miserable

some hard truths…
• If you want a 9-5 job….
• academia probably isn’t for you (sorry)!
• study of academic work habits in USA (Flaherty, 2014 blog summary):

• “Professors work long days, on weekends, on and off campus, and largely alone. Responsible
for a growing number of administrative tasks, they also do research more on their own time
than during the traditional work week. The biggest chunk of their time is spent teaching…”
• On average, faculty participants reported working 61 hours per week …

• academia attracts folks who are (often) obsessed with their chosen topic – they work
long hours because they want to!!
• you will always be competing with people who (happily) spend most of their time
working

on the other hand…
• top five regrets of the dying…
(http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2012/feb/01/top-fiveregrets-of-the-dying)
1. I wish I'd had the courage to live a life true to myself, not the life
others expected of me.
2. I wish I hadn't worked so hard.
3. I wish I'd had the courage to express my feelings.
4. I wish I had stayed in touch with my friends.
somewhere between these two, you need to find the
5. I wish that I had let myself be happier.‘balance’ that works for you!

how did I get here?
• Salad days I: life before academia
• Salad days II: the glory days of the PhD
• Salad days III: reality starts to set in (post-doc days)
• Transition to a ‘proper’ job: the road most travelled
• So you want to have a baby (maybe)?
• This professorial life
• Over to you – what do you want to get out of work and life?
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I was a speech-language therapist working for
the NHS in Hackney
•
•
•
•
•
•

I was young, married and child-free
I cycled to work everyday
I came into the office at ~8.30am and I left at ~5pm
I did enjoy my work enormously
I had an hour for lunch everyday
When I shut the door at 5pm that was it – I didn’t not have to think
about work again until the morning
why would I want
• I did not have a mobile phone
• I did fun stuff in the evenings and at weekends
to do anything
• Life was very very good!!
else?

why do anything else?
• I have the mind of a research scientist:
• Why are we do intervention in this way?
• What is the evidence that it is effective?
• Is this differential diagnosis appropriate?

• Little flexibility in what we could do in
terms of clinical practice
• Little flexibility in work patterns/practices
• Working for the NHS (in Hackney) is incredibly hard work
• Never really felt we were able to offer what people needed

• Career progression = NHS management
• No funding for courses or expanding my mind

me as Dorothy Bishop’s
research assistant, circa
1999

top tip:
take chances and embrace opportunity
Husband saw advert for research assistant post with Dorothy Bishop at Oxford University
I applied AND I got the job

PROS
absolutely fascinating job
hugely intellectually stimulating
environment
involved in lots of different projects
many opportunities to publish, attend
conferences, meet exciting people
gave me a very good insight into what
research world was all about

COMPROMISES
• I travelled all over UK – 3-4 days per week
• I lived apart from husband (and friends) for
5 years
• Often quite lonely

• Husband was studying
• Financially tough to run two households
• Weekends often spent making life work
(shopping, washing, cleaning, bills) – not
crazy fun

top tips: things I learned from Dorothy
• Always celebrate successes (papers, grants) – they don’t come often
enough (unless you are in Dorothy’s lab!)
• Celebrate other life events
• Have a lunch break!
• Social cohesiveness is a good thing (e.g. coffee morning)
• Annual research away day is helpful to reflect on progress, exchange
ideas and plan for coming year
• Get some sleep
• Take your days off very seriously
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With the delightful Penny Hill
Feltham, now an audiologist

• Over to you – what do you want to get out of work and life?

my PhD – the first two years – work hard
• I lived away from ‘home’ for 2-years (without husband)
• I did a fair bit of travelling for data collection
• Oxford is a pretty competitive place to be – comparisons with other students pretty
brutal, but could also be motivating
• A ‘typical’ day:
• In before 9am
• Always have a lunch break
• Work until 4pm – tea & scones on Thursdays, running at least once a week, Departmental
Seminar on a Weds (and everybody went to that)
• Go back to work until ~7pm
• Very rarely worked at night

• Worked at least one weekend day, pretty much every week
• Published four papers and wrote about 6 Fellowship applications (only one of which
was successful) and finished the thesis in just under 3 years

my PhD – the first two years – play hard
• Time off was time off – no smart phones, no email
• We had a huge amount of fun!
• There is an ethos of well-roundedness at Oxford – very much
encouraged to expand your horizons (and there are endless options to
do so)
• Every Wednesday was coffee morning – the Dept saw value in informal
meetings/discussions
• No commuting and no teaching made a very big difference to my ability
to cope with the pressure
• Everybody is working similar patterns so it becomes the norm (and
slightly addictive)

my PhD – the last year – work hard
• Husband and I decided we might want to live together again…
• …so I moved back to London – THIS WAS A VERY TRAUMATIC DECISION
• We rented a locker at the British Library and went there everyday (MonSat) to work
• A ‘typical’ day:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cycle (most days) Walthamstow to Kings Cross for 9am (library opens)
Always have a lunch break
Work again until 4pm – tea break
Work again until library closes (8pm Mon-Thurs, 5pm Fri-Sat)
Cycle home
Very rarely work in the evening

my PhD – the last year – play hard
• It was actually really good fun to write up with my husband (we worked
opposite each other at the desk then)
• It was a hugely intellectually stimulating time (and environment)
• Once a week we stopped at the Hare & Tortoise for noodles and cinema
at the Renoir
• I also ran the marathon in April of that year:
• Two short runs in the week

• Very very good headspace: thinking about what I was going to write, planning the party I
was going to have when I submitted

• A very long run on Sundays with a good friend

• Swim in Hampstead Heath outdoor ponds
• Breakfast in great café or soup at her house and a very good social chat

• I also volunteered to be a case study for a friend who was doing a
massage course – good move!

top tips for surviving your PhD
routine (and champagne) helps
write papers (not chapters) – will save you time in the end
exercise is great
thinking time is allowed (and necessary)
build in some treats
imagine what you are going to do when you finish –I found this
really motivating!
only time in your career when you have consecutive days of
unbroken reading and writing about the things that interest you
most – enjoy every minute of it
you must look after yourself to keep up the pace!
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Post-doctoral Fellowship
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

This was a bit of a tricky time
I stayed in Oxford but moved to a different lab with a different supervisor
We sold the flat in London (a big headache) and both lived in Oxford
I had my own funds/project (great) but how that fit in with other things going
on in the lab was sometimes a bit stressful
It was also a very technically demanding project and the support to manage
that was not always as I had hoped it would be
For the first time I really felt the pressure of not only publishing, but
publishing in the right places and making sure I delivered the grant
This was also tough because I was still doing a large part of the
testing/assessment. So for the first time I was working quite a few evenings a
week to just stay on top of things
And then the WHAT NEXT? question started to loom large…

how to decide what path to take?
• make a really honest (brutal)
assessment of your strengths and
limitations
I’m not as
clever as DB
not sure I can
risk soft
money route

my academic hero!
stay in Oxford
tough unless I
move labs again

not sure but
children might
be in future

• went for a long walk in Cotswolds
with DB and she asked me the
following:
• what’s the 5-year plan?
• research focus or teaching focus?
• job security or risk taker?
• how move-able are you?
• do you want to have a family?
• what are the burning questions
you want to answer?
• what does Ray think?
• (then she shared pros/cons of
various Depts!)

top tips: (roughly) planning beyond the postdoc
• a good mentor can help you think things through (and may have inside
knowledge)
• ask yourself the DB questions
• be realistic about what you want and your capacity to get it
• if you are in position to risk soft money – go for it! (there’s no going back)…
• …but only if you want to devote yourself to your work
• look at the staff profiles of the places you think you’d like to go:
• Are they happy? (if you know someone ask them!)
• Do people have the sort of work pattern you are looking for?
• Ask about things like Athena Swan
• Should encourage good practices to help people achieve better work-life balance
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Jeanne Shinskey, Polly Dalton,
Colin Davis and me, at Royal
Holloway, in 2007

A proper job – the challenges
• That full-time research job you just had?
• You must now do a large chunk of it in your
own time… (you get at least one full day a
week for research active staff)
• You are dividing your time between
teaching, research, admin duties and
impact related activities
• Teaching always takes priority because it is
time-defined and you have a responsibility
to the students
• Writing (which is what I love to do the
most) is always on the back burner – it has
no deadlines
• You’ll probably get lots of grants rejected at
this time too!

about
6 mths
in

A proper job – stay focused on what you want
to achieve
• VISION: what is it you ultimately want to do?
• ON THAT PATH: what steps do you need
to take to get you there?
• NEXT 3-5 YEARS: what would you like to achieve?
• NEXT 12 MONTHS:
•
•
•
•

Research
Teaching
Admin
Impact

use this to start prioritising
work time and activities

see this as a rough idea of where
things are going (not PLAN):
some things out of
your control (e.g. what
grants get funded)
unexpected
opportunities arise

A proper job – top tips
• Learn how to say NO!

• In the ‘plan’ agree (with yourself) limits for reviewing, thesis exams, collaborations, conferences etc
• Politely decline other invitations

• Done is better than perfect (for most things)
•
•
•
•

Heaps of effort into lecture course
Heaps of effort into research programme (including wonderful PhD students)
Heaps of effort into important admin (e.g. Athena Swan)
Most everything else is ‘good enough’

• Set limits for students – they are very understanding!

• I tell them I have family and research commitments
• I tell them to make appointments to see me
• I tell them I do not answer emails at night or at weekends, but will try to answer within 48 hours

• Don’t take on too much – one project done well is much better than many projects half
finished!

A proper job – top tips
• Get a good mentor
• Useful to have time and space to think through challenges/plans

• Try and write everyday
• Surround yourself with a top team
• Feed your brain!
• Journal clubs/lab meetings with talented colleagues
• Seminars – talk to the speaker! (inspired one very nice collaboration)
• Go to conferences and meet someone who inspires you (inspired another very
nice collaboration)
• Say yes to visitors (inspired nice collaborations and exchange visits)
• Definitely say yes if someone asks you to give a talk in Costa Rica! (and this
inspired one of my favourite and most highly cited papers)

A proper job – ‘it’s a marathon, not a sprint’
• It can be helpful to work away from the office (at least once a week) –
uninterrupted, don’t open the email
• But if working at home, limit the work space and have a cut-off time
• Work in Dept where your contributions/thoughts are valued
• Figure out your most productive times

• I can’t do analysis or write papers in the evening (most of the time) – but it is a
good time for me to write talks, answer emails, reviews, marking…
• Therefore I try not to spend day time dealing with emails/admin…

• I no longer keep a phone or an iPad in the bedroom, I even switch the
phone off at times!
• Take your holidays seriously (I prefer camping or places without Wi-Fi)
• I never work on my birthday
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so you want to have a baby
(maybe)…

‘it was the best of times, it was the worst of times…’

Parenthood and academia
• I was very uncertain about going down this road (and I waited a very
long time)
• It is by far the best thing I’ve ever done, but also the most challenging
• There is never a ‘good’ time to have a baby!
• I have found:
• She forces a better work-life balance
• It works best if I accept that when I am with her, I am with her (not trying to
do/think about other things)
• She puts many trivial work things into perspective
• Major decisions require more consideration – this is sometimes very difficult

• You (probably) can’t have it all, but you can have something
exceptionally good –
• EVERYTHING IS ABOUT COMPROMISE AND CHOICE

A* father’s view of work-life balance
• ME: what helps you achieve good work-life balance
• HIS RESPONSE (slightly tongue in cheek):
• ‘I have a compliant wife.’ (!)

• this is what you are likely to be competing with…

*one father, not all fathers

My view:
• WE ALL NEED A WIFE!
• WOMEN: procreate with someone who is going to pull his/her weight
at home
• MEN: PULL YOUR WEIGHT AT HOME!!
• It is also going to cost you…
• Invest in good childcare, a cleaner and have the shopping delivered

should you work part-time?
• That is a very personal choice!
• There are funding schemes to support this (e.g. Dorothy Hodgkin)
• I know a handful of female academics who work part-time
• It takes them much longer to progress ‘up the ladder’ at work (e.g. none of
them are Professors yet)
• Often they are working full time hours (but not getting paid for it)
• But all of them have enjoyed having the extra time at home

what was/is my motherhood work pattern?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I took the minimum amount of maternity leave (plus some holiday time)
I found it hard to be with a tiny baby all day and I missed my work
At ~12weeks, we had the lovely Nanny Pete come for 3 hours once a week
I went to Starbucks and wrote my first major grant (and a book chapter)
At 5 ½ months she was with Nanny Pete in the mornings and nursery in the
afternoon
Husband and I share the childcare, cooking, cleaning 50:50
We agreed that we would always have breakfast together and we would always pick
her up by 5.30pm
If it is my day, I leave at 4.30 to collect her. I’m with her from 5.30 until bed (7.30-8). I
then work another 2 or 3 hours.
I pick her up slightly earlier on a Friday (so I can see teacher and take her swimming)
We have swap days for working ~2 weekends a month, otherwise, try not to work
weekend

parenthood: top tips
• Take the long view:
• It will almost certainly slow you down for a bit (I got here a bit later than the men with
no children, but I got here!)
• Over the course of your entire career though, a few fewer papers doesn’t really matter

• Don’t compare yourself to other people
• Everyone does it differently
• Judge your progress against your own targets (not someone else’s)

• Find out how your Dept supports new parents (and ask parent colleagues)
• Don’t waste your time commuting (if you can help it – I did it for 4 years and it
was brutal)
• Get good help at home
• Marry Ray (or someone equally fabulous)
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celebrating my promotion with my lovely lab!

Are things different now you’re a Prof?
• It is even more fun to answer the ‘are you a Miss, Mrs or Ms’ question!
• It has made me start to think big again (was getting stuck in the
minutiae of department life)
• I have more responsibilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PhD students and research staff in the lab
Staff that I mentor
Students (I like to help good undergraduate students realise their potential)
Funders (delivering grants)
The people taking part in our research (e.g. Surrey County Council)
To the Journal for which I am an editor
Grant panels

• With this comes a lot more worry!

Do I have good work-life balance?
• sometimes…
• I make time to be available for my daughter
– she’s growing up way too fast
• Husband and I work together most
evenings – only way we’d see each other!
• I still love what I do (most of the time)
• I’m very happy when I’m spending that
time writing, or helping other people with
their writing (these days mostly the latter)
• I still take on too many things and have yet
to master the art of saying no…
• But the most stressful things are the ones
over which I have no control…
ours is very similar!!

my last 8 days

• Tuesday: mother-in-law dies, cancel
everything in the diary, give daughter bad
news
• Wednesday: finish my project marking,
make funeral arrangements
• Thursday: deal with some tricky workrelated issues, journal responsibilities, PhD
upgrade documents come through
• Friday: own hospital appointment, meet
with speech-language therapist about
SCALES, work on this!
• Saturday: time out with husband/daughter
• Sunday: finish over-due chapter revisions
• Monday: school meeting, job talks, catch
up with lab, graduate studies meeting
• Tuesday: first SCALES paper accepted –
hurray!!
• Wednesday: PhD upgrade, seminar, go to
funeral (collapse in exhausted heap)

The slow, low and pretty miserable dips
• The signs:
• Too busy to exercise, too busy to eat
sensibly
• Particularly upset by rejections (of
which there will be many in your
career)
• Drinking too much wine to relax
• Feeling a bit run down
• Insomnia strikes
• Not getting things done on time
• Every email starts with ‘I’m sorry….’
• Hard to concentrate on things I’m
supposed to be working on

• What helps me:
• Take a step back (go away for course,
conference, mini holiday) and review ‘the
plan’
• Of the things that cause worry, what can I
control?
• For the rest, how can I manage how I feel
about it?
• Return to my (loose) rules for a sensible
life…

my (loose) rules for a sensible life
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make time to exercise – 3-4 times per week
Have lunch with the lab
Shut the computer off no later than 10pm
Keep phone and iPad out of the bedroom – do not check email after 9pm the master badge
Take email off the phone
Book a monthly massage
Don’t drink during the week and eat fruit and vegetables
Eat a banana and have 10 minutes of relaxation before bedtime (they help you sleep)
Never work on your birthday and take your holidays seriously
Celebrate achievements (they don’t come often enough!)
Wear the master badge (reminds me I can say no)
Build in treats (theatre tickets, book your holidays, bake some bread)
the master baker

It is all about choice and compromise
• Work-life balance is what you want it to be…
• If you want to be a cutting-edge, world-leading research focused academic, you
will make some compromises at home (but that doesn’t mean you can’t have a
happy home life)
• If you want to work part-time and/or spend more time at home, you will make
compromises at work (but that doesn’t mean you can’t have fulfilling career)

• Once other people are involved in your life, they influence your choices (and this
can be tough)
• Make good choices and all will be well!

a work in progress

